
OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLE

ON OR NEAR SW 1ST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk(apsc. state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is (tj •I? • f-) C--- , and I am w a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines r1 I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines. QUA

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. 1 am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW 1St Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.
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Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Name: JLr/ 0-- ) .Z531C2)
Address: 5GO !.LV. ;:-:G.. (#U ,, 5329

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vmendez(&miamigov.com ,A
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregalado(amiamigov.com " -
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarollooffice(,i"iamigov.com
Cc: Frances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuarezpmiamigov.com
cc: Wilfredo Gort, City of Miami Commissioner at wgortamiamigov.com ...... -

cc: Marc Samoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msamoff(amiamigov.com
cc: Keon Hardemon, City of Miami Commissioner at KHardemon(Emiamigov.com - ' -
cc: Rep. Jose Javier Rodriguez at info(a)ioseiavier2014.com
cc: Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen at 4960 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc:
cc: SUNSI Review Complete
cc: Template = ADM - 013
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ON OR NEAR SW lST AVE9IUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850.
clerk(&2psc.state. fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is e• ,//,5 z ,m • j _--- , and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable..

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4.. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. 1 am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of Cancer from these high voltage power links. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW 1 st Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those t..ersing the area.

9. Other: 6'/ý 5  9 ,4- 0

Please do not confirm FP'&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and ce'rtainly do not allow'placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood) ..

Very truly yours, 71
CS,
I---

Namý
Address:

Cc: DERM-33YSW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Att6o1ey Vcitbria Mendez at vmendez(@miamigov.com
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregalado miamigov.com
Cc: Frank Carollo. City of Miami Commissioner at fcarollooffice miamigov.com
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OBJECTION TO FP&L'S':PLAN'TO'PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES
IlL

ONIN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: CindyBladey, Chici,.Rules, Aniiouncernenis, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division o'f f
Adminiistrative Scrvic s0 Ofcfie ofAdi.pistra iirt.,. Maijj Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U;S. Nuclear
Regulatoiy Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments

Fo'rida Public Se:vice Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk@psc.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report nuinber NUREG-2176 Dear Sir-or.Madam:

Mynanmeis , L V. - , and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

,/

Mvy objection is based on the following:

I. The integrity ofldrinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrision into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may needi more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thoughit out and ecologically sensitive jlan for electrici~jshoufd be on the drawing boards for our area including,

but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.
3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close

to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.
4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their

building or placement.
5. t am concerned about the hazards of 1.00 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a

hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fiNes.
6. 1 am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the

lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whethmr you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a. bike path/walking path adjacent to SW 1" Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. 1. anm also concerned. about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

.1 8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose 'a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the ar..

t.h. ne:ihther: , ,t
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Please do not conflr.. .P&L's. requestto 13i.ild new ."iC car reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in tlie.Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

N anuil / itý
Address: 16--(:3 9LP ("I/

Cc: DERM. 33 SW 2nd. AyeF, Miami ;,FL 33.130
Cc: ,1ity.Attgrncy Y ctoria Mlyedez at vnidez( n, mmgov.corn " "] ' " " . .

Cc: Tomlas Regalado, Mayor o thlie City of Miami at trga ado'm60 ni.. ". .. ,' .'..
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarolloofficei giaiiov.com'
Cc: Frances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuaiez, miamigov.com.
cc: Wilfredo Gori, City of Miami Commissioner at myg iarniamigov.eom
cc: Marc Sarnoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msarnoff(mianii gov.coin -.. -
cc: Keon lardemon, City of M.iami Coimmissitner at KHardemo.,miamigov.com
cc: Rep.JoseJaviei Rodriiguez at iiifýocjosciavier20l4'cOm i.. .. ......
cc: Rep. leana gýos Lebtincnaatr4960 SW ,72.AveJ1Ue, Ste, 20§,,.Miami, FL 33151

cc:
cc:"
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OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW 1 ST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chicr, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or hp ://tiyurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32.399-0850
clerk(.psc. state. fl. us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is. ..,. ( , Ao " , *,. andI am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L planrs to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the f6olowing:
i I

" . , , "' : < ' • ; :'." " , .! . . '" . I ;p t , ; ' '" : .] ," 2) . ! -

1. The integrity.of'drinking water.fo, the ,$9uthFlorida area, is at stake.,The w-ater.that!.FP&L would use to cool its
p, owcr plants would affect the l,-vel of.saltwater intrusion,into the ,Biseayne Aqu.ifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
u n a c c e p t t a b l e . i s t T

2. Our area may need- more electricity, but lliere is io p rsent Or toreseeable crsis that'exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area.including,
but no-t limited'to: solar, w-iiId,,,' tef curiehts, etc. ..". "'--. ." "

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. Thil placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. 1. am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. 1 am concerned as well about the health and well, being of individuals, including children-who live close to the
lines as t believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a. bike path/walking path adjacent to SW t" Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. 1. am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed. in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard 1.o the neighborhood or those traversing.tie.area.

9. ,O ther: "' : " .' , " . ....' I, '. . 2' [ ' i . i " . .
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Please do iýt coi,-firm F.P&L's request. to build'new niuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
th1se .huge' igh voltage lines in the-Miaimi:Road's' neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
necighborhood).

Very trly Irs,

Name.: Z"••Y> -'Co F r- ze- 's
Address: /I O6 Sc's 9 XA-' , 17"f7--,- j , A'

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130 .. 2

Cc: Ciy Atto-ncy Victoiria N4endcz at .v.iendez( o,'n . n I :,
Cc: Toinias Regalado Ma I .of thle City of Miami at trega [dolniAiiiigov.col ' "
Cc: Frank Carollo, Ciy of Miam"i Conmissioner at fcarollooffice@,mniaigov.com
Cc: Frances Suarez, City offMiami Commissioner at fsuarez@miamigov.com
cc: Wilfredo Cort, City of Miami Commissioner at •g.rt miamigov,.om
cc: Marc Sarnoff, City of Mianmi Commissioner at nisarnoff• omiamigov.com
cc: Keon ]-ardem on, City of Miami Commissioner at KH.ardei-onomia-igov.con. "1 .
cc: Rcl). Jose Javier R-odriguez at infocjoseiavir20.t4.com . -

cc: Rel). I1cana Ros Lchtinen at 4960 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc: "W.. . , • ,,."*.. .... .,'",, 2.2.

cc:'KC'2,

cc:
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OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW IST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk(&psc. state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is C ,-IS7/(/I/, Al. - /12ZQVC)Z--, and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. 1 am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW 1 st Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.

9. Other:

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very tru yours,

Name: . :

Address: .--
Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130 CC. --

Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vmendez(&miamigov.com , -

Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregalado(miamigov.com .
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarollooffice(miamigov.com.......
Cc: Frances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuarez(&miamigov.com
cc: Wilfredo Gort, City of Miami Commissioner at wgort(Cmiamigov.com
cc: Marc Sarnoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msamoff(miamigov.com NJ-

cc: Keon Hardemon, City of Miami Commissioner at KHardemon(@2miamigov.com
cc: Rep. Jose Javier Rodriguez at infob(joseiavier2014.com-
cc: Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen at 4960 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc:
cc:
cc:



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S!PLAN TO PLACE HUIGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW 1 ST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy B1ladey, Chicf, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Adhninnistrative Services; Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H,08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comimission, Washington, DC 20555'000'1 or tyurl.corri/FPLComments.,.

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
c lerk@psc.state.fl. LIS

RE: NRC report number NUREG-21.76 Dear Sir or Madam:
My name is D .U ivi - .5 • _, andI am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood

through which FP&L panmsto prac6 its oversized dangCerous high voltage lines or lam a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines:':

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power p!ants wou ld affect thflove ofsaltwater rtrusn ,intoth, 1i scayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking

water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plant for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant .neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. Th.e placement of'these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. t am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. 1 am concerned as, well about the. health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer ftrom these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negatedby any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW I"s Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. 1. am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximnity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to tie neighborhood or those traversing the area.

9. Other:

I 01 Cv-'' t ~. Inr !j•e i4 11 rJI.A C •wF,'• (•.lI.. ~

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to. build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high. voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Nan.%ie: qvjd Pu;Ar•
Address: So St, I? r~r,,fe,M4lk1, 3'-S13

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130 i 2..

Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mcndez at vmendez@nmia•'ig...c-
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of M.iami at tregalado@miamigov.com "7' .
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarollooffice(miigv.com z-T-]..g.•
Cc: Vrances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuarez@miamig•ov.com .
cc: Wilfredo Gort, City of Miami Commissioner at ngprt jainigov.ecomn f
cc: Marc Sarnoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msarnoffemrniamigov.com m
cc: Keou I.tardemon, City o)f Miami Commissioner at Kt-lardemon@miamigov.coml
cc: Rep..Jose Javier Rodriguez at inifo cjoseiavie,'2014.com
cc: Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen at 4960 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc:
cc:
cc:



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW 1 ST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinul.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk@psc.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is Juan & Jaqueline Gonzalez , and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines. 450 S.W 19th road, Miami, Florida. 33129

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking.water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW I"s Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.

9. Other:
How about placing thos elines west of Krome Ave., and going North through U.S. 27. That the place where the High voltage lines are right now.

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do nota4iow placeiffdnt of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to anriOther residi"•tial ,
neighborhood). -.

Very truly yours, e1

Name: Jua Gonzalez and jacq eline Gonzalez 450 sw 19th road. Miami. Florida. 33129
AA .....



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW Is AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AFREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of USNRC
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComnencts

. 27 PM 2:146
Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard.Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerkopsc.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam: R r-, c f\/m
My name is A{k- 6W qt \J. C64, YK and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking

water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally

unacceptable.
2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better

thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the-potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW 1 " Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our

neighborhood.
8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a

hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.
9. Other:

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Name:
Address:

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Attoffi;, Victoria Mendez at vmendez(&,miamigov.com
Cc: Tomas Re o,'Ma-or of the Ciry of -Miarm at treiadonmiamxiLov.com

*.- kt • _t *-- : --- -- -.. - -- - - -



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HOGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW 1 STAVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinvurl.comlFPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerkft( se.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is S - and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement-

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto.rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW Pt Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the n ighborhood or those traversing the area.9. Other: "-,4t.!,ý ý-•,_ =/l.•• •---_.."

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Name:
Address:

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vmendez(anmiamigov.com
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at treualado(miamigov.com
Cc: Frank Carollo. Citv of _M"- Cmir-srion.-_ a f-roaIoo-ze -.-'ov cor



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW IsT AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinvurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk(psc.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is PEh n"-Y (C I , and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L 'plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objecti6h-is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at-stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood-

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. 1 am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe

- that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW Ist Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. 1 am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our

neighborhood.
8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a

hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.
9. Other:.

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage- lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential

neighborhood).

Very truly urs,

Nam:
Address-

Cc: DERM 3 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vinendez•)inxamigov com

-Cc:_To-Ras. dR ao..ao•r. of h C;-ofMiai o , v i -Mcorn



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HJGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW 1 ST AVENUE 11 THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850

clerk(-psc.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

MY name i , . ,/ 61 14S and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

I. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto robftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW lst Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our

neighborhood.
8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a

hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area-
9. Other:

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential

neighborhood).

Verymtruly yo

Nc me.' /

Address:
Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130

Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at Vmendezamiamitaov.aom
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregyaado..miami•_ov.com



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW 1 ST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H108, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk(apsc.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is H-•*--t Z P p.--. , and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to ljelace its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW 1 st Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.

9. Other:

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Address:--
Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vmendez(miamigov.com
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregalado(amiamigov.com
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarolloofficepmiamigov.com
Cc: Frances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuarez(miamigov.com
cc: Wilfredo Gort, City of Miami Commissioner at wgort@,miamigov.com
cc: Marc Sarnoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msarnoff(amiamigov.com
cc: Keon Hardemon, City of Miami Commissioner at KHardemon(@miamigov.com
cc: Rep. Jose Javier Rodriguez at info(iJoseJavier2014.com
cc: Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen at 4960 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc:
cc:
cc:



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW IST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments
Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850

clerk(a2psc.state.fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is (/& 6J/C_ _C-t -/6'A-C., and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW I's Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.

9. Other:

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Name:
Address:

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vmendez@rmiamigov.com
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregalado(&miamigov.com
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarollooffice(,miamigov.com
Cc: Frances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuarez(miamigov.com
cc: Wilfredo Gort, City of Miami Commissioner at wgort(amiamigov.com
cc: Marc Samoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msarnoff(-miamigov.com
cc: Keon Hardemon, City of Miami Commissioner at K.Hardemonpmiamigov.com
cc: Rep. Jose Javier Rodriguez at info(aioseiavier2014.com
cc: Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen at 4960 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc:
cc:
cc:



OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW 1ST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinrurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk(&psc. state. fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:

My name is K? /, a- ;/ , and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood
through which FP&L plans to place ls erizea dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. 1 am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW 1st Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.

9. Other:

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Name:
Address:

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave., Miami, FL 33130
Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vmendez(@miamigov.com
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregalado(cJmiamigov.com
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarollooffice(miamigov.com
Cc: Frances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuarezpmiamigov.com
cc: Wilfredo Gort, City of Miami Commissioner at wgort(bmiamigov.com
cc: Marc Sarnoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msarnoff(&miamigov.com
cc: Keon Hardemon, City of Miami Commissioner at KHardemon(amiamigov.com
cc: Rep. Jose Javier Rodriguez at infoPJosejavier2014.com
cc: Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen at 4960 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc:
cc:
cc:



0
OBJECTION TO FP&L'S PLAN TO PLACE HUGE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES ON POLES

ON OR NEAR SW IST AVENUE IN THE "MIAMI ROADS" AREA

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB), Division of
Administrative Services, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: OWFN-12-H08, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001 or http://tinyurl.com/FPLComments

Florida Public Service Commission, 2540 Shumard Oak Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850
clerk(&psc.state. fl.us

RE: NRC report number NUREG-2176 Dear Sir or Madam:
My name is k4 .''Z.. E-4 -VA,!J2?-A , and I am either a resident of the Miami Roads neighborhood

through which FP&L plans to place its oversized dangerous high voltage lines or I am a right minded individual
who actively objects to the placement of these lines.

My objection is based on the following:

1. The integrity of drinking water for the south Florida area is at stake. The water that FP&L would use to cool its
power plants would affect the level of saltwater intrusion into the Biscayne Aquifer, the main source of drinking
water for this area. FP&L also plans to curtail its current monitoring program for this, which is totally
unacceptable.

2. Our area may need more electricity, but there is no present or foreseeable crisis that exists. Therefore, a better
thought out and ecologically sensitive plan for electricity should be on the drawing boards for our area including,
but not limited to: solar, wind, water currents, etc.

3. There are other sites where high voltage poles can be placed that would cause less impact than placement so close
to such a historically significant neighborhood as the Miami Roads neighborhood.

4. The placement of these poles and lines are not even in sync with the presently existing criteria governing their
building or placement.

5. I am concerned about the hazards of 100 foot high electric poles that are within 50 feet of our homes and, in a
hurricane or tornado could cause massive damage, including toppling onto rooftops and causing fires.

6. I am concerned as well about the health and well being of individuals, including children who live close to the
lines as I believe that there is the potential of cancer from these high voltage power lines. Whether you believe
that there is or is not such danger, it has not yet been sufficiently negated by any study that I have read, and you
should err towards caution as opposed to err towards risk. Also, the people who traverse the area regularly (as
there is a bike path/walking path adjacent to SW ls" Avenue) would also be placed at risk.

7. I am also concerned about the loss of value of our homes due the close proximity of these lines through our
neighborhood.

8. Should the lines be placed in the neighborhood, they should be buried underground to a level that will not pose a
hazard to the neighborhood or those traversing the area.

9. Other:

Please do not confirm FP&L's request to build new nuclear reactors and certainly do not allow placement of
these huge high voltage lines in the Miami Roads neighborhood (nor in or adjacent to any other residential
neighborhood).

Very truly yours,

Cc: DERM 33 SW 2nd Ave-, ami, "FL33130
Cc: City Attorney Victoria Mendez at vmendez(cmiamigov.com .- ] .
Cc: Tomas Regalado, Mayor of the City of Miami at tregalado(&,miamigov.com
Cc: Frank Carollo, City of Miami Commissioner at fcarollooffice(amiamigov.com ..
Cc: Frances Suarez, City of Miami Commissioner at fsuarez(&miamigov.com -- .-
cc: Wilfredo Gort, City of Miami Commissioner at wgort(cimiamigov.com ,:Z7177
cc: Marc Sarnoff, City of Miami Commissioner at msamoff(amiamigov.com --
cc: Keon Hardemon, City of Miami Commissioner at KHardemon(&miamigov.com rn
cc: Rep. Jose Javier Rodriguez at info(ciJoseiavier2014.com C/_

cc: Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen at 49.60 SW 72 Avenue, Ste 208, Miami, FL 33151
cc:
cc:
cc:


